
 
TESTIMONIALS | FEEDBACK 

 

“I was skeptical when my wife started using essential oils. At the time, I had a dog bite scar that was driving me 
crazy; itching and very irritated. Our friend, Kim, put together a blend of Deep Blue, Frankincense, and Coconut 
Oil. I started using it and was very impressed. The oils started working right away, and I kept applying them every 
day. Now, I tell other people about the oils, and I check for oils to help in other ways. I like that it is natural, and I 
get to try alternative ways to feel better rather than using prescribed medicine.” ~ Ted 

 
“After having my second child, things were totally different this go round, I ended up being diagnosed with 
PPD. This was hard for me to except. If heard of other moms getting it but never thought it would happen to 
me, how could I not like the person I created, carried for 8 ½ months and seen that beautiful face. Oh that shits 
real. After being on meds for 6 months, I decided they weren't helping anymore and needed to feel hAPPY 
again. I talked to Kim and we both did some research. I tried frank and lave mixed with coconut oil on the 
bottoms of my feet every night before bed. Within 40 minutes I was out. Now I'm not sure if that part is just 
exhaustion from being a mom or the oils. Either way something was happening. After a few days of being off 
meds and on oils, I felt like an adult, women, and mom again. It was nice. I wouldn't say it made me filled with 
joy. But I just felt better about me. And that's what I was looking for. I've also starting getting more me time; 
which has helped, too. I've had some swollen knee issues and used the same oils on it, within two days the pain 
was gone. I have not tried any on my kids, but looking into that option. Big thanks to Kim.” - Rae 

 

 

 



 

 
 

I had lower back pain from lifting heavy objects for 2 days. It hurt even when I was standing still. A friend 

sprayed Deep Blue and fractionated coconut oil on my lower back. I was skeptical about whether it would do 

anything, but completely surprised how I could feel the pain quickly subside. I was able to stand without pain. 

The deeper pain diminished over the next day or two.” - Kathy 
 

 
“I started with the essential oil package deal so I got 10-15 oils right away and off I went...trying here 
and there. That was back in September 2015. THEN, I saw where the oils helped an old friend with a 
crippling back, a friend with broken ribs from crying to finally could breathe. My first customer was my 
5-year-old granddaughter! We were at the hospital all day with mom's pregnancy concerns, and she 
kept saying that her leg hurt...growing pains. Hours later, when we got home, she was still 
complaining so I took my Deep Blue and coconut oil and rubbed a drop or two on her leg. Ten 
minutes later, I went into the bedroom and asked her how she was feeling. She said, "The pain is all 
gone; you're a miracle worker, Nana." That was my first real testimonial and I had to get more. Made 
my heart swell. Soooo that's my story.”  - Kim Mitchell 
 


